Dr. Changqing Li and Dr. Tok Wang Ling have edited a very important XML book in *Advanced Applications and Structures in XML Processing: Label Streams, Semantics Utilization and Data Query Technologies*. Its purpose is to provide relevant theoretical frameworks and the latest empirical research findings in the area. It is written for professionals and researchers working in the field of XML in various disciplines who want to improve their understanding of the advanced applications and structures in XML processing, that is, XML Data Management, XML Index and Query, XML Stream Processing, Publish/Subscribe, and P2P, XML Query Translation and Data Integration, and XML Semantics Utilization and Advanced Application.

*Advanced Applications and Structures in XML Processing* is not just for experts who work in a very specific field of XML processing to improve their research basing on the latest important findings in this book. It is also a very good book to broaden the readers' XML processing knowledge since this book comprehensively covers different XML processing techniques like XML storage, compression, index, keywords search, stream processing, integration etc.

This book won't replace one of those huge books about XML tutorial or manual. That's not its point. The point of *Advanced Applications and Structures in XML Processing* is for advanced XML users who want to make deep understanding about XML processing techniques and build their work/research on top of the important research results by excellent researchers around the world. Integrated the important findings of researchers from both academia and industry, this book can be a reference book for XML engineers, a must-reading book for graduate students who want to select XML as their research direction, or a textbook for a course like advanced topics in XML.

The book starts right off with XML native storage and XML data management in object relational database systems, and then the XML compression. It helps if you want to know how to effectively manage XML data.

Keyword search is a very important application of XML. By reading further, you will find the important research results about XML keyword search as well as the XML indexing techniques like index structures and XML document labeling.

XML Stream Processing, Publish/Subscribe, and P2P have become hot research topics in recent years, therefore you must continue to read this book if you want to know more about these hot XML topics.

XML natively is a good tool to integrate heterogeneous data, so if you are working on data integration, how can you skip the next important part of this book, in which XQuery translation is also included?

If you are interested in XML semantics utilization and web service or you want to know more about XML, you need to complete the reading of the last section of this book.
In summary, *Advanced Applications and Structures in XML Processing* is a very important book in the XML research field, thus it must be read by researchers, engineers, and students who want to understand advanced XML processing topics in depth!
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